
 At Ivy, we’re on a mission to unify all Machine Learning (ML) frameworks, making ML code 
 cleaner, more flexible, and fully reusable. All Ivy functions can be executed using TensorFlow, 
 PyTorch, MXNet, JAX and NumPy, without any change to the code! 

 We’re currently valued at $4mil with $250k raised. This is a great opportunity to jump on board 
 an exciting Startup just as we’re taking off! 🚀 Join us and  lets-unify.ai  ! 

 We are in talks with developers from Facebook, Nvidia,The Allen Institute for AI, and other top 
 software companies who would like to use Ivy in their popular open-source projects, to instantly 
 support all frameworks. A few examples are:  Kornia  ,  PyG  ,  BoTorch  , and  Tonic  . 

 Research Engineer 

 We are currently looking for talented developers to join our team remotely for 3-6 months with 
 flexible start dates from Mar-Sep 2022, to extend Ivy’s codebase as we expand into the PyTorch 
 Ecosystem  and beyond! The monthly salary will be $2500-4000  depending on experience. 
 During the project, your task would be to develop software tools to: 

 ●  Work alongside these partners, helping to add Ivy to their popular open-source libraries 
 ●  Support ongoing ML research, with potential involvement in top-tier published research 
 ●  Improve the Ivy libraries for: 3D vision, robotics, reinforcement learning and transformers 

 Requirements for applicants: 

 ●  Strong coding skills in Python, with expertise in one of: PyTorch, Tensorflow, JAX, MXNet 
 ●  Very strong skills in recursive programming. Check out Ivy  Container  and  Graph  classes 
 ●  A passion for Machine Learning research, and for our vision to unify the ML frameworks! 

 For the first phase of application, please apply to our LinkedIn post found  here  . If  you don’t have 
 a LinkedIn account, then please send your CV to: applications@deep-ivy.com. We look forward 
 to hearing from you! :) 

https://lets-unify.ai/
https://kornia.github.io/
https://www.pyg.org/
https://botorch.org/
https://github.com/fabiopardo/tonic
https://pytorch.org/ecosystem/
https://github.com/ivy-dl/ivy/blob/511df1ab3464f54ab68d76fc4286afae334611e5/ivy/core/container.py#L57
https://github.com/ivy-dl/ivy/blob/511df1ab3464f54ab68d76fc4286afae334611e5/ivy/compiler/graph.py#L38
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2865931275

